
Cargoo



ACCESSORIZE IT
Do you need a baby 
seat? Toddler seat 
cushion, storage pockets 
in the cabin, a rain cover
or insect net? If so, go 
online and check out
all accessories on 
wintherbikes.com

DANISH CRAFTMANSHIP SINCE 1932 
At Winther Bikes we ensure safe, comfortable
and durable transportation for families around the
world. All Winther cargo bikes are built by hand at
our premises in Denmark. Each bike is delivered
100% assembled and taken for a test ride before
dispatch to gain the highest level of inspection
and quality control. We use carefully selected
components so that you will have a cargo bike with
a long lifespan and a minimum of maintenance.
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CUSTOMIZED TO FIT YOUR FAMILY  
The spacious cabin has plenty of room for both children and goods. Cargoo
offers a variety of different seating solution including 4 seats, bench and the new
ISO-Fix adapter. The practical ISO-Fix adaptor makes your life easier when switching
between transport modes, and the lower cabin front makes it easy to lift children or
heavy objects into the cabin. Cargoo is our most flexible model and you can easily
adapt the seat configuration as your children grow and your needs change.



ANTI-THEFT
Each bike has it’s own unique 
and visible frame number.

Engineerede 
For Safe Rides 
Every Day
Based on carefully selected components and features tested 
over time Cargoo is designed with safety in mind. Cargoo is 
equipped with hydraulic disc brakes, strong front frame, shock 
absorbing cabin base and strong aluminium bars for head 
protection above the seats. The top edge of the cabin base has 
been reinforced by a steel tube adding extra protection in case 
of coalition. All Winther cargo bikes comes with 5-point safety 
harnesses, seats with neck support for additional protection and 
visible reflectors on wheels, frame, cabin base and hood top. This 
altogether make Cargoo roboust, durable and a bike you can 
trust every day.



THOUGHT-THROUGH IN EVERY DETAIL
When developing our cargo bikes we focus on the details
that make everyday life easier for mom, dad and the child.
The single step at the front makes it easy for children to
climb onboard themselves. Cargoo offers a myriad of seat
solutions, so you easily can adapt the seat configuration
as your kids grow or remove the seats completely and use
it for transporting goods.



MANOEUVRABILITY ON THREE WHEELS
Cargoo offers excellent steering
properties and is easy to manoeuvre.
The steering system is a head-tube solution 
with a steering damper for a comfortable, 
stable ride. It comes with hydraulic disc 
brakes and the handlebar comes in one
fixed position fitting all.

F O L LOW  W I N T H E R B I K E S



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Aluminum 6061 rear 
frame and stainless 
steel components.

Head tube solution.
Ensuring stable and dynamic 

steering properties.

Shower-proof nylon hood. 
Flat bed cover also an option.

Hydraulic disc 
brakes on front 
and rare wheels.

Strong steel front frame 
engineered for extra 

protection in case 
of coalition.

Total max weight: 250 kg
Total load capacity: Cabin 100 kg/Rider 110 kg
Total load rear carrier: 30 kg
Net weight bike: 39 kg

DIMENSIONS

Dimensions: L207 x W89 x H126 cm
Dimensions Box: L86 x W70 x H(seat to hood) 74 cm
Front Wheels: 20×1.75 with mono-suspended hub, double-
basealuminium rims and hydraulic disc brakes as standard.
Wheel track spacing: 81,5 cm.

Thought through seat 
design ensures safely 
seated children during 
the ride.

MOTOR OPTIONS

Center motor: Shimano STePS 
Rear hub motor: Bafang.
Both with different gearing options.

A motor gives you the extra power boost
to make your journey more comfortable. 

Reflectors for increased 
visibility in traffic when dark: 
on the wheels, frame, cabin 

base and hood top.

The strong aluminium bars offer 
protection above children’s 

heads for added safety. 

Strong, impact-resistant 
PSPE cabin base without 

any sharp edges. 



W I N T H E R B I K E S .C O M

A Bike To 
Be Trusted
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